Syllables

V/CV – Divide before the consonant if the first vowel has a long sound.
   example: zebra  ze/bra

VC/V – Divide after the consonant if the first vowel has a short sound.
   example: closet  clos/et

Separate these words with the v/cv pattern.
1. final  ____/____  2. silent  ____/____
3. _______
4. _______
5. _______
6. _______
7. _______
8. _______
9. _______
10. _______

Separate these words with the vc/v pattern.
1. robin  ____/____  2. lemon  ____/____
3. visit  ____/____  4. salad  ____/____
5. talent  ____/____  6. novel  ____/____
7. model  ____/____  8. hazard  ____/____
9. finish  ____/____  10. limit  ____/____
ANSWER KEY

Syllables

V/CV – Divide before the consonant if the first vowel has a long sound.
  example: zebra ze/bra

VC/V – Divide after the consonant if the first vowel has a short sound.
  example: closet clos/et

Separate these words with the v/cv pattern.

1. final fi/nal 2. silent si/lent
3.  
5.  
7.  
9.  

Separate these words with the vc/v pattern.

1. robin rob/in 2. lemon lem/on
3. visit vis/it 4. salad sal/ad
5. talent tal/ent 6. novel nov/el
7. model mod/el 8. hazard haz/ard
9. finish fin/ish 10. limit lim/it
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